CSFAComprehensive Success Factor Analysis

1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

As evident in the National Academy of Engineering\'s (NAE) call to action on grand challenges [@bib0001], the World Economic Forum\'s Global Risks Report [@bib0002], and the UN\'s millennium sustainable development goals [@bib0003], tackling complex socio-technical challenges is one of the more important objectives of our time. Challenges of water availability, food security, management of smart cities, and the future of work in an AI world serve as prime examples, and are studied across disciplines such as public policy, economics, law, engineering, and the social sciences, and lie at the core of the agenda for international development. Complex socio-technical problems of this caliber, which have been variously termed grand challenges, major, complex, and wicked problems in the literature [@bib0004], [@bib0005], [@bib0006], [@bib0007], tend to defy straightforward examination due to their numerous stakeholders, multi-disciplinary grounding, and obstacle laden context [@bib0008]. These challenges typically involve an inhomogeneous environment with multiple problem tiers and varying exchanges of influence, resources, and capabilities among the many involved stakeholders [@bib0009]. In addition, the complex system that characterizes these interactions is fraught with uncertainty [@bib0010]. A major obstacle to addressing grand challenges is thus their framing, which is an initial step determining the extent of interrelated issues to be covered in any effort to address them.

Existing techniques employed to address grand challenges implicitly cover this initial framing process but suffer from several critical limitations such as an oversimplification of complex problems rooted in reductionism, and an overwhelming reliance on expertise for the framing exercise, thereby leading to less than ideal framing. Herein, we report on Comprehensive Success Factor Analysis (CSFA)- a method to aid in framing complex socio-technical problems using a pattern informed ontology (the CSFA framework), and the mining of publicly available data (populating the CSFA framework) with the goal of developing a holistic perspective on the breadth of factors critical to a successfully operating system [@bib0011]. These factors take the form of a 'success factor tree' which organizes critical categories of factors in the system likely to be relevant to address the challenge being studied.

This technique has evolved over a seven-year period involving collaboration between the authors' research team and partner organizations on application of CSFA to an array of grand challenge problems. Specific challenges explored include collaborations to identify means to make medication for infectious diseases available and accessible for those in need in the context of developing nations; work with a Purdue University research team pursuing solutions to potable water availability in villages in the Dominican Republic; and an effort with CommonWealth Kitchen- an organization in the greater Boston area that works to help address challenges of poverty and opportunity access among disenfranchised populations in metropolitan areas. These problems were explored longitudinally through multiple annual offerings of a full-semester graduate course called Breakthrough Thinking for Complex Challenges which is administered at Purdue University, and through targeted research and field work. Coupled with extensive review of innovation, design, and systems literature, the above-mentioned activities led to the identification of a repeating pattern of challenge-agnostic elements at the core of grand challenges, which fostered a method to build 'success factor trees' for complex challenges that were more comprehensive than typically obtained. The generalizable nature of the observed pattern elements and repeatability of the process provides confidence to call CSFA a 'method'.

When applied to a specific challenge, CSFA yields a reference point or ideal state system to achieve commonly acceptable outcomes, and thus provides the topical stimuli necessary for dialogue on the specific priorities that might require attention for a system that is not yet functioning desirably. While other techniques such as the SSM recommend painting a 'rich picture' [@bib0012], [@bib0013], [@bib0014], the CSFA method helps paint a 'rich*er* picture' at a relatively quick*er* pace. We do not claim that CSFA is a substitute for discussion or expertise, but rather an input dependent method complementing manual techniques and augmenting experts' discussion-based efforts. We observe that employing CSFA alongside traditional discussion-based methods leads to a 'rich*er*' starting point for subsequent stakeholder dialogue. In addition, examining success factors also helps contextualize a problem space so that individual actors and institutions can position their effort within a broader landscape of actors, and potentially make more informed decisions on the set of actions that may be necessary to ensure their specific efforts yield desired outcomes. Thus, CSFA enhances the framing process, fostering a more holistic view of complex challenges.

The CSFA process is currently being used in efforts to assist USAID and its implementation partners in identifying research initiatives that could advance progress on issues of high priority in developing countries as part of a USAID grant to a Purdue University-led consortium termed LASER PULSE (Long-term Assistance and Service for Research Purdue University Partners for University Led Solutions Engine).

2. Theory {#sec0002}
=========

Complex challenges have been described as 'messes' [@bib0015] due to their tendency to involve several interacting components, their dynamic nature, and plurality which create hurdles to solving them. \[[@bib0016],[@bib0017]\]. Broadly, two distinct approaches have been employed in attempts to manage this complexity.

The first, rooted in a reductionist perspective, seeks to understand the influences of specific variables on the system by placing emphasis on the constituent parts of the system rather than the whole [@bib0011]. The rationale behind these strategies is that complex problems can easily become logically intractable and therefore, reducing the scope of the challenge by making logical assumptions about influences could lead to actionable answers, albeit for specific parts of the complex challenge. However, this view falls short of capturing the true breadth of issues affecting the system and therefore inevitably discounts factors that ultimately do affect the functioning of the system, resulting in behavior that was not expected or predicted even for the isolated part system. Reductionist methods become useful only when the abstracted system is highly controlled. Thus, although helpful when a comprehensive understanding of the problem already exists, reductionist methods are not effective for the framing exercise itself.

Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) techniques are part of this family of reduction-oriented methods and operate over a wide range of specificity. For instance, Systems Dynamics models, Stock-Flow diagrams, and Fuzzy Cognitive Maps \[[@bib0018],[@bib0019]\], operate at a broader level, whereas more quantitative models of processes such as precise stakeholder exchange processes (e.g., of resources) are detailed and narrower in their formulation. Alternatively, modelling systems bottom-up and focusing on the interaction between 'actors/agents' and the 'environment' in which they operate is termed agent-based modelling [@bib0020]. While this technique has the potential to identify emergence in the system [@bib0021], it requires several bounds to keep models computationally tractable. Furthermore, agent behaviors as well as environment behaviors are controlled and often do not accurately capture the breadth of factors that might impact an agent\'s decision making. As a result, approaches rooted in reductionism tend to only limitedly acknowledge or capture reality, including the characteristic 'deep uncertainty' \[[@bib0022],[@bib0023]\] of complex socio-technical challenges, and thereby omit important problem features often resulting in the development of solutions that fail to scale, miss the root cause, or offer only temporary relief [@bib0024]. Lastly, MBSEs tend to ignore the 'human' component \[[@bib0019], [@bib0020]\] leaving them for another class of systems approaches called 'soft systems methodologies (SSMs)'.

As the limitations of reductionist approaches have come to light, others have explored means to achieve greater holism, particularly through enhanced information gathering and the collection of expert input and stakeholder perspectives to "construct meaning" [@bib0026] or better define the problem in an ill-defined setting [@bib0027]. These methods rooted in the holism school form the second set of useful approaches to manage complexity. Many of the approaches pursued to achieve holism draw on the theory of social constructionism which seeks to achieve shared meaning about the world (in this case the system) through coordinated interpretation of multiple perspectives [@bib0028]. To fulfill this objective, a host of problem structuring methods (PSM) [@bib0029] and issue prioritization methods have been employed.

Originating in operations research, PSMs have evolved to meet the need for an information-rich problem structuring approach. Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), issue prioritization methods \[[@bib0012],[@bib0013]\], Strategic Choice Approach (SCA), Scenario Planning, Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA), and Robustness Analysis \[[@bib0016],[@bib0019]\] fall into this family and have their distinct strengths and weaknesses \[[@bib0014],[@bib0030]\]. Scenario planning frames a problem as a particular set of scenarios to consider, while exploring compatibility with other processes in the decision-making or design-oriented task, but tends to be bound by the spectrum of studied scenarios [@bib0018]. Other techniques focus heavily on the thought processes of individuals and the creation of a common language with which to explore problems but are not intended to foster a holistic view. For instance, SODA draws further on psychology schools of thought, emphasizing subjectivism, to recognize individual personal views of a problem, but again fails to enable comprehensiveness [@bib0031]. The Soft Systems Methodology (SSM)- an evolved methodology within Systems Thinking- is said to be able to grasp the breadth of complex challenges and has a role to play in addressing them holistically \[[@bib0012],[@bib0013]\], and while SSM advocates 'problem framing' followed by 'issue generation' to gain this perspective, it does not elaborate on a method to frame a challenge holistically. This is where a comprehensive framing by using CSFA is contributory.

In a complex ambiguous setting like that typically associated with grand challenges, current PSMs to achieve holism in the framing of a problem bring multiple benefits to bear in identifying key features, and developing a deeper understanding of the problem in terms of relevant stakeholder perspectives [@bib0016]. However, they remain highly dependent upon the stakeholder perspectives collected. Techniques such as in-depth-interviews, workshop-based methods, and Delphi panels are typically used with the aim of gathering unique inputs that can be integrated to more fully define the problem.

Further, processes to spur brainstorming and decision making, such as causal influence diagram development [@bib0032], the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [@bib0033], and decision tree generation, are often used to structure decision contexts to assist with decision making under ambiguity. The effectiveness of causal-influence diagrams depends on the completeness of information available [@bib0034]. Traditional AHP is straightforward to apply across contexts and is capable of incorporating objective and subjective nuances but finds its limitations when the variables considered are interdependent [@bib0035]. As in the case of complex challenges, the intricately interconnected system does not allow for the ready application of this method. Further, it has been recommended that AHP be used in conjunction with other problem structuring methods (PSMs) to develop the hierarchical problem structure [@bib0035]. Decision trees, of course, are only as good as the scope of potential considerations that they contain. Thus, again, these techniques rely heavily on expertise or subjective judgement \[[@bib0032],[@bib0036]\]. In fact, methods attempting to develop more holistic perspectives informed by expert judgement, all involve a group of experts participating in interactive processes to provide input. While this seems intuitive and is founded in the notion that expertise is earned through years of topical focus, it also carries with it the experts' biases. Unfortunately, methods adopted to extract expertise for use in complex problem framing reinforce the bias [@bib0037]. For example, techniques such as in-depth-interviewing, workshop-based methods, and Delphi panels depend critically on the constitution of the panel of experts \[[@bib0030],[@bib0038]\].

Experts can base their judgement on heuristics [@bib0039], which are built up through their experiences. Heuristic thinking has proven advantages, but it is also known to potentially generate systematic errors in judgment due to pre-existing biases [@bib0040]. In addition to underlying assumptions in perspectives that may go unrecorded until they create limitations in the future [@bib0041], another challenge that arises here, is that experts tend to create problem frames using the tools and languages with which they are most familiar [@bib0042]. Arriving at a consensus regarding the problem requires alignment of multiple problem frames and resolution of discrepancies among individual perspectives of the problem, and brings in the question of who should be involved [@bib0014]. Furthermore, it is evidenced that confidence and consensus among experts are linked to contextual information provided to them. For instance, excess contextual information has been shown to provide better consensus and more confidence in decision-making among experts [@bib0043]. Ultimately, existing problem framing approaches profoundly rely upon relatively small sets of interactions to extract what amounts to limited information, rather than the vast sources of documented information that are available in the printed and digital realm [@bib0044].

A holistically framed challenge should account for the comprehensive set of issues that act as hurdles to drive tangible impact\[45,46\]. Without a tool or systematic methodology that guides development of a holistic perspective, framing efforts are likely to fall short of capturing the true breadth of variables that play a role in a given problem space. The CSFA method overcomes these documented limitations of existing framing methods for complex challenges by building on perspectives from various fields of study and providing a means to limit bias while highlighting unknown unknowns, supporting expert dialog, and providing a holistic perspective to facilitate collaborative efforts toward addressing grand challenges.

2.1. Rethinking Grand Challenge Framing {#sec0003}
---------------------------------------

In light of the above discussion, it is evident that there are several critical limitations to existing approaches to problem structuring. Specifically, they fall into two categories. The first is the inappropriate use of techniques belonging to the reductionist school. As described above, reductionist techniques are useful when applied to controlled sub-systems discovered post comprehensive framing. The second is the overwhelming reliance of PSMs on expertise, and therefore an inevitable expert bias that shapes the framing of challenges. [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} below highlights four specific dimensions along which currently used techniques (belonging to the above-mentioned categories) tend to fall short.Table. 1CSFA differentiators relative to traditional framing approaches.Table 1Dimension of advanceThe status-quoIssue with the status-quoSolution adopted in CSFAPlurality of perspectiveReductionist: do not intentionally explore pluralityLack of pluralityCSFA is in favor of information excess rather than information parsimony.\
CSFA embraces plurality via incorporation of multiple disciplinary views (P^3^OE^3^TS), digitally mined insights from literature and in-context stakeholder perspectives. as well as several iterative interactions between participating experts, who are aided by organized presentation of captured perspectivesHolistic: consider plurality as a disadvantage, and therefore consolidate perspectives into a 'shared understanding' of the problem. [@bib0037]Attempts to overcome pluralityLevel of abstraction\
Reductionist: work at singular levels (SD at broader level, process models at more discrete levels) \[[@bib0011],[@bib0021]\]\
Complex socio-technical challenges are multi-level. Singular level solutions are unlikely to succeed.\
CSFA explicitly fosters exploration of success factors at multiple abstraction levels. For instance, for socio-technical challenges, CSFA operates at individual, household, community, regional, and national levels\
Holistic: tend to not explicitly use analysis at multiple abstraction levelsMultiple abstraction levels are required to cover plurality of interconnected system [@bib0050]ContextualizationReductionist: tend to focus on a single, often generalized contextMost complex challenges involve multiple variations of context and thus the transferability of narrowly contextualized solutions is limitedCSFA facilitates robust exploration of contextual variation by a) defining stakeholder sets comprehensively, b) detailing the specific resource availability and barriers to solution development and adoption (skill, wealth, access, time, behavior, attitude and belief) that may vary by context across the problem space, and c) exploring these factors at varying levels of abstractionHolistic: utilize expertise to formulate context. For example, 'rich picture' in SSM.Require expertise at each stage as contexts vary, 'rich pictures' need to be modified \[[@bib0018],[@bib0019]\].Scope Plurality of perspectiveReductionist: actively reduce scope [@bib0011]\
Reductionist: do not intentionally explore pluralityReducing scope too early can miss critical aspects of a challenge\
Lack of pluralityScope is systematically addressed through a structured taxonomy of success factors, and reduction in scope is only considered post- framing of a challenge\
Expert inputs are augmented with data/ digitally mined insights from literature and in-context stakeholder perspectives. CSFA is in favor of information excess rather than information parsimony.\
CSFA embraces plurality via incorporation of multiple disciplinary views (P^3^OE^3^TS), digitally mined insights from literature and in-context stakeholder perspectives. as well as several iterative interactions between participating experts, who are aided by organized presentation of captured perspectivesHolistic: rely on experts to define and cover scope [@bib0011]\
Holistic: consider plurality as a disadvantage, and therefore consolidate perspectives into a 'shared understanding' of the problem. [@bib0037]Experts are a proxy for covering broad scope and inputs are dependent upon experts involved\
Attempts to overcome plurality

The framing process delineates bounds around a subject such that attention can be focused on the components encapsulated within the frame while excluding those outside it [@bib0047]. However, as there exists no ideal process for framing complex socio-technical challenges, it must be guided by a philosophical premise. Our approach is guided by the evidence outlined above which suggests that current framing efforts lack holism and their focus is likely to be misguided due to a biased view of the complex challenge either in favor of that which can be modelled or that familiar to the experts. Therefore, in our view, during the framing stage, systems thinkers must lean toward increasing scope rather than reducing scope. In addition, our approach to framing is based on embracing the plurality of the challenge and taking a knowledge/information-based approach to framing. A typical framing exercise should involve experts from various fields whose perspectives would then shape the challenge and its sub-parts to be addressed. In addition to traditional expert opinion, we also advocate inclusion of the perspectives of the general populous, who are critical stakeholders in the socio-technical system. The underlying premise is that society/people build, utilize, and benefit from systems, and are therefore its primary stakeholders. In today\'s society, people- 'the collective of agents/actors'- generate information including dis/satisfactory sentiments about the system that are expressed in many venues, including social media platforms. With roughly 3.2 billion people having internet access, roughly 1 billion daily active users on Facebook and roughly 1.2 billion people using Google\'s search service daily, digital social input cannot be disregarded, and rather becomes a resource for identifying matters of importance to society. For instance, studies on keyword searches on search engines have been conducted on several socio-technical system level issues ranging from jobs, local economy [@bib0048] to those on covid-19 pandemic [@bib0049]. Given that systems are built of people, by people, and for people, it is only prudent to utilize people\'s expression through data generated on social media platforms to inform expert and stakeholder discussion while framing grand challenges. Therefore, our approach informs expertise with inputs gathered from peer-reviewed publications from academic and institutional databases as well as non-reviewed social trends from a sub-set of social media platforms.

The CSFA method augments PSM techniques and belongs to the holism school of thought. However, we are of the view that most useful is a constructionist perspective i.e., one which incorporates useful aspects of all methods (and thus perspectives) at appropriate phases of analysis. With regards to problem scope, reductionist methods actively seek to reduce scope whereas holistic methods rely on experts to define coverage of scope. Both these views are problematic from our viewpoint as firstly we think that reducing scope is useful but not until in the later phases of the problem-solving exercise where a cleaner understanding of cross-component effects and accurate and suitable aggregated proxy estimations for effects are known. Secondly, expertise should be augmented with social data such that expert perspective gets further shaped by contextual information, thereby focusing the design of solutions based on contextual factors. We believe doing so leads to fewer implementation issues and increases the chances of solution success. In the spirit of holism, we propose that during the framing stage, systems thinkers should lean toward increasing scope rather than reducing it.

In addition to scope expansion, it is important to correctly map interactions between various system elements, as multilevel interactions are characteristic of complex socio-technical challenges. In CSFA, we explicitly perform the framing process at various levels of abstraction to think of potential issue implications between levels as well as stakeholders interacting at the various levels. This is not the case for either reductionist methods, which operate at singular levels, or traditional methods attempting to achieve holism, which do not explicitly call for analysis across levels of abstraction. Plurality of perspective is a closely connected idea. It generally means accepting a range of perspectives of the same system and is often correlated to the multiplicity of stakeholders who use the system in consideration. CSFA embraces the idea of plurality of perspectives and achieves it via exploring several iterative interactions between expert participants from a range of vocations and operating at various system levels. This cannot be said for either reductionist approaches or typical approaches targeting holism, which actively seek to contain the plurality of perspectives by being selective (reductionist) or consolidating them into a shared perspective (holism methods). Thus, they seek information parsimony whereas CSFA seeks information excess in the framing process.

3. Method {#sec0004}
=========

Building on the identified gaps in problem framing described above, herein we put forward a new approach to problem framing -- a method termed CSFA. The CSFA method was developed overtime from theory and practical application, and its components were informed through the discovery of patterns commonly appearing in successful innovation systems, many of which are reinforced in the theoretical schools of thought of design and innovation, as articulated below. In the following sections, we detail the methodological framework at the core of CSFA which prescribes specific viewing lenses through which a complex challenge can be framed (1.3.1), and the procedure employed to apply this framework to frame specific complex challenges (1.3.2). This latter activity increases the depth of problem framing and involves a combination of inputs from experts as well as broader stakeholders that can be discovered in several ways, including from publicly available data. Thus, the method is an iterative process of knowledge (or information) discovery and information organization guided by the overarching CSFA framework.

3.1. A Structure for Grand Challenge Knowledge Representation {#sec0005}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Knowledge-based framing of a socio-technical system encounters complexity similar to that witnessed in other domains that require knowledge organization such as language mapping and semantic networks, species categorization, big data organization, and world wide web information organization. One of the classical approaches to knowledge representation is through ontology building \[[@bib0051],[@bib0052]\]. Ontologies are relation-defining structures that link pieces of information (a cat 'is a' feline, a tiger and cat 'are both' pathera tigris, and/or 'both possess' a furry tail) based on object feature information, thereby enabling identification of an object of interest without prior knowledge of its existence. Additionally, they aid in future categorization of newly discovered/invented objects. An ontology for characterizing a complex socio-technical system helps to structure seemingly disconnected varied information about numerous sub-systems, reduces the possibility of missing key sub-system components, and increases the possibility of discovering latent interconnections. The CSFA framework is intended to play this role thereby allowing us to capture and organize information rapidly.

The underlying structure of CSFA, which provides guidance of enquiry in the problem framing activity, was informed through the examination of innovations that have had an impact of a scale and significance similar to that likely required to address grand challenges [@bib0053], [@bib0054], [@bib0055], and was later reinforced through application over multiple separate real-life framing efforts mentioned above. The integrated fields of design and innovation deal with problems that share characteristics with grand challenges [@bib0056]; and the approach typically used to structure ambiguity in these domains involves identifying patterns and themes in a system [@bib0057]. A common theme observed in innovation literature indicates that innovation impact is driven by adoption \[[@bib0053],[@bib0054],[@bib0058], [@bib0059], [@bib0060], [@bib0061]\]. In other fields that grapple with grand challenges, this process is termed implementation, research translation [@bib0045], or closing the "know-do" gap [@bib0046]. The adoption process includes multiple stages, is facilitated by communication and the availability of resources, and is motivated by the needs, attitudes and behaviors of the beneficiary population. Additionally, it is influenced by external systemic forces such as political, economic and social factors [@bib0062]. Thus, achieving adoption - that is having impact -- requires an understanding of the system elements required to realize impact, and insight into these elements can be built upon several key concepts from theories of design and diffusion of innovation.

First, as briefly explained in the paragraph above, there is no impact without adoption of a solution by involved stakeholders \[[@bib0053],[@bib0055],[@bib0058],[@bib0061]\]. Underlying the notion of adoption is an inherent requirement that stakeholders have a true need and acknowledge that that need exists. With the **awareness and acknowledgement of a need**, comes the potential for **motivation** to address it.

Second, changes, both in desired outcome and the environment of solution application, alter the path to solutions. The link between problem space and solution space is well accepted in the design community [@bib0063], and highlights the importance of accounting for purpose and context when addressing any challenge, especially those of great complexity. Exploration of context, in particular, typically elucidates barriers that may be faced by intended beneficiaries of a solution, which guide solution design choices that **enable access to a solution**, and often fall into categories of skill, wealth, access, time, behavior, attitude, and belief [@bib0064] .

Third, the successful translation of a solution requires a linkage of significant factors that span what is sometimes termed the "translation chain" (or consumption funnel) [@bib0065]. Developed solutions must be made context-relevant (overcoming the barriers described above) on a context-by-context basis. Then potential beneficiaries of the solution must be able to gain awareness of the solution, access it, fit the solution into their lives, and help establish the acceptability of the solution, possibly to the level of advocacy [@bib0065].

Fourth, addressing grand challenges requires multi-level reform and is predicated on the existence of a **secure and stable context**. If this foundation does not exist, it is likely the major priority, else the solution effort becomes one of acute rather than chronic need falling more aptly in the domain of emergency or crisis response [@bib0066]. Similarly, addressing complex challenges at scale typically requires engagement of **supportive and influential leadership** [@bib0067] **.** Leadership involvement can take many forms -- such as governance, policy, and regulation, and spans individual, household, community, regional, institutional and/or national scales. Importantly, the expressed goals and actions of involved leaders must be **aligned and influential** on the broader set of stakeholders to address a challenge impactfully.

Fifth, the variables of a system give it dynamism and need to be acquired via resource expenditure. At the most fundamental level, resources (which may include money, capabilities, infrastructure, facilities, and relationships) must be available to provide value or a supply chain connecting inputs to outputs that yield value/impact \[[@bib0068],[@bib0069]\]. Mobilizing this requires enabling methods and limited-time resources [@bib0070]. Once functioning, self-sustaining mechanisms such as private sector engagement or additional long-term resourcing are required to ensure a sustainable approach encompassing technical, operational, economic, environmental, and cultural factors.

Sixth and finally, the effects of problems as well as impact of solutions at one level are likely to affect the system at other (perhaps not immediately apparent) system levels. Traditionally in policy, levels are abstracted in societal terms such as national, regional, community, household, individual levels, which makes a relatable way to visualize the system. Hence, we include the multilevel representation of issues as a hierarchy for the ontological structure. The design community characterizes macro forces affecting wicked socio-technical challenges and includes the psychology of human behavior and cognition; social, political and economic frameworks; and technical issues [@bib0062] as significant forces. We adopt their recommendation and extend it to include 'psychology', 'physiology', 'politics', 'operations', 'education', 'environment', 'economy', 'technology', 'sociology', as overarching viewing lenses that give us broad perspectives on the state of a variable. For simplicity, we give the overarching view the acronym P^3^OE^3^TS.

These observed themes give rise to 2 categories of success factors that can be further sub-divided into 16 total elements which form the base of the CSFA ontological structure. At the highest level, as shown in [Figure 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} , the grand challenge system is composed of elements that comprise the solution (a combination of system and operations) and another set of elements that characterize the user, in this case, the beneficiaries of the solution. The solution consists of fundamental and constant 'system' elements as well as in-motion and desired 'operations' elements representing activity within the system. System elements form a foundation for development support- 'security and safety'; 'policy'; 'leadership'; 'resilience'; and 'stakeholder interactions'. They are typically always present and are necessary regardless of the context of the challenge at hand. The operations elements include desired variables 'infrastructure'; 'equipment and supplies'; 'workforce and talent'; 'capital and finances'; and 'practices and mechanisms'. These are desired but not guaranteed requiring them to be built/accumulated, and therefore, consume resources. Specifically, operational elements require two types of resources a). resources to start-up operations, and b). resources to sustain operations, and these need not (and often are not) the same. The user category contains elements that are important for impactful action i.e., for the expansion of the reach of the intended action. It includes 'measurable and evaluable outcomes and learning'; 'awareness and access'; 'motivation'; 'adoption and habit conversion'; and 'retention, loyalty, and advocacy'.Fig. 1The CSFA framework contains 16 challenge-agnostic elements that were observed to be shared across several challenges of the nature similar to that of complex socio-technical challenges. They are organized into the solution (system and operations) and user categories, and along with 9 overarching viewing lenses- P^3^OE^3^TS and 5 abstraction levels- national, regional, community, household and individual level form the ontological structure for the success factor tree building exercise.Fig 1

In summary, the framework (represented in [figure 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}) can be employed to initiate exploration of a specific challenge with an aim to holistically frame the grand challenge. Each of the challenge-agnostic elements constituting the framework are explained in detail the following paragraphs.

With the above theoretical underpinnings, generalizable views of each of the 16 challenge-agnostic elements are as follows, noting that these descriptions are provided as guides to exploration in the problem framing exercise. For any given challenge, each of these elements is expounded upon through processes outlined in the methods section below:

*Security and safety:* This category covers aspects pertaining to maintenance of the state of security and safety for all actors in the context and to provide a conducive environment for solution generation. Elements that could fall within this category are safety of vulnerable populations, risk management, conflict resolution mechanisms, crime and corruption mitigation mechanisms, workforce safety concerns, environmental safety, and information safety.

*Policy:* Policies are a formal set of guidelines that direct operations within a governed region. The policy category, therefore, helps frame the overarching understandings of existing goals and outcomes in the region, and formal guidelines related to governing paths to achieve desired goals.

*Government:* An engaged and supportive government/leadership is necessary to drive change (at scale) and see to the creation and implementation of policies. This category frames factors such as the legislative, executive and legal structures of the country; the commitment of the leadership towards solving the challenge at hand, government bodies that need to be in place for management of the system, and the overall government structure (centralized versus decentralized) along with mechanism of cooperation among different levels.

*Stakeholder interactions:* The stakeholder interactions section captures internal system interactions. This is characterized by capturing the various types of stakeholders present in the system in terms of roles and responsibilities that they carry out, as well as the types of positive and negative interactions that may take place among them.

*Infrastructure:* This category includes the different infrastructure capabilities required to support value chain processes and related institutional, organizational and other supporting processes to facilitate solution delivery to the beneficiary population. Infrastructure needs for a solution that may be product-based (e.g., manufacturing infrastructure) would be different than those required to support a web-based solution, for example. This category aims to capture these infrastructure facilities to envision a realistic and applicable solution.

*Equipment and Supplies:* Just as infrastructure needs exist for different demands and types of solutions, on a smaller scale equipment and supplies are required to support the infrastructure and sustain value chain operations. This section delves into the details of types of equipment and supplies required to perform different critical operations within the system.

*Workforce and Talent:* Here, the workforce development process is highlighted. This includes, for example, the need for a specific workforce to drive system processes, the progression of training the workforce to fulfill these roles, generating interest in roles that need to be filled in the system, placing individuals within the system as per their skillset and ability to contribute, and providing fulfilling and rewarding jobs with benefits that help the workforce meet their needs.

*Capital and Finance:* Capital and finance mechanisms enable the economics of the system to run. This element category highlights that start-up finances and sustaining finances are distinct and need to be accounted for separately, along with other macro and micro-economic factors.

*Practices:* To enable the best outcome, tools and facilities provided should be put to their intended use. This category encourages exploration of ideal practices in the operating system that can achieve the required social, economic, health or environmental outcomes for the context.

*Awareness:* A population needs awareness regarding its existing conditions, knowledge of the possibility of improvement, and means to improve. This category contains factors that substantiate the acknowledgement of the existence of a problem as well as awareness building mechanisms that is necessary to drive change.

*Motivation:* Intrinsic and extrinsic motivators drive populations to adopt desired habits and practices. This section can be used to explore existing attitudes and beliefs towards change and the means to manage it strategically.

*Enabling strategies:* Barriers to adoption and change are a commonplace in development. This section can be employed to explore the different types of barriers that can be encountered during the adoption process towards achieving the desired system state.

*Adoption/Habit conversion:* The last stage in the translation process is related to retention and advocacy of new solutions, practices, habits and/or processes. Adoption is reflected through progress towards set goals to overcome existing challenges. Achieving this requires that key stakeholders, including beneficiary populations, are encouraged and/or incentivized to accept their roles and responsibilities involving possibly new practices and behaviors in favor of improvement in existing conditions.

*Measurement and Evaluation:* The effective functioning of the system depends on careful monitoring of its operations. Various indicators need to be defined and monitored to gather information for learning and improvement where necessary. This section can be used to frame details on the indicators that are required for these purposes.

*Sustainability:* The overall system needs to be able to sustain responsibilities and processes to meet long-term demands. This section probes mechanisms to assess system sustainability measures without which long-term plans may face limitations.

*Resilience:* Sudden shocks and stressors can cause large impacts on progress. This section is used to study elements of resilience that can help protect the system and overcome negative impacts of shocks.

Collectively, the 16 elements, P^3^OE^3^TS and abstraction levels form the bases of our ontological structure- the CSFA framework. Figuratively speaking, they can be viewed as the roots of the resultant success factor trees. This ontology serves as a methodological guide to iteratively organize information gathered from multiple sources when performing CSFA on a particular challenge.

3.2. Populating the ontological structure to build a holistic success factor tree {#sec0006}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The next step in building a comprehensive view of the system is populating the ontological structure with relevant, current and historical, and context-specific information which forms the branches and leaves of the success factor tree. To do this, we employ digital search. Keywords are at the core of information search and retrieval programs that help connect users to relevant information on both academic as well as commercial data platforms. Academic perspectives on the challenge can be curated by searching for keywords 'related' to the 16 pattern elements that surfaced from theory and in-field observations in well-established academic databases. The resulting set of related words would typically include synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, associations as well as keyword suggestions by academic journal curators. Next, we iterate over this set of words to create word pairs of the structure 'root word' + 'related word' (e.g.- infrastructure sector, infrastructure modernization, infrastructure deterioration, infrastructure costs and so on for the root success factor 'infrastructure'). The new set of keyword pairs are then viewed in the context of the challenge at hand and used to drive searches of a broad array of literature (e.g., peer-reviewed journals, institution/agency reports, professional publications) to gather and include the plurality of perspectives. In addition, for relevant information retrieval from commercial data platforms, we applied the logic that regionally popular keywords as provided by search engine optimization (SEO) tools are a fair approximation of the trending searches of the region. This is justified because the goal of an SEO provider is to generate the top trending keywords and related keywords through studying web traffic and user search patterns. Our approach thus is to utilize this information, along with historically accumulated knowledge, to populate our ontological structure with contextually relevant issues, thereby supporting (or refuting) long held knowledge and insights with current information.

The information categorization is aided by semantic relationships between the information and the nodes of the ontology. Relations mostly belong to the 'verb' part of speech and their main role is in helping establish links between the subject/s, object/s and their features as shown in Table S1 of the supplementary materials. The enlisted 40 relations are chosen based on digital dictionaries and broader open-source work in representational knowledge in the field of computational linguistics [@bib0071] in order to build a link to data-mining as a method to populate the ontology. [Figure 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} is a conceptual representation of the CSFA method.Fig. 2A conceptual representation of the CSFA method. The tree roots are input nodes of the ontology. The relations trunk (explained in Fig. S1.) provides organizing rules. The branches, sub-branches and leaves for the tree are expanded success factors obtained after recursive organization. The corresponding process components are shown.Fig 2

4. Results {#sec0007}
==========

4.1. Application of the method to frame a grand challenge {#sec0008}
---------------------------------------------------------

The ontology-driven method described above was applied to the grand challenge of achieving 'food security for a nation in a developing economy context'.

### 4.1.1. Incorporation of plurality in problem-framing {#sec0009}

In the context of food security, P^3^OE^3^TS was used to systematically identify and frame interconnected variables. For instance, considering workforce in the food system - the political and economic lenses speak to the importance of having policies to incentivize availability of jobs for workforce, the operations and technology lenses provide scope for framing employment within the system, the education lens indicates the need for training programs and the psychology lens provides insight into to the need to motivate workforce to engage in the system. Similar processes were applied to other categories and variables throughout the framing process. In addition, keyword search processes that were employed to gather information further enhanced the incorporation of perspectives of various stakeholders and experts that operate within the system.

### 4.1.2. Encompassing levels of abstraction {#sec0010}

The challenge of food security was examined at individual, household, community, region, and national population levels. When applied in the framing process, this gave rise to different practices and disparate food value chains based on subsistence farming practices [@bib0072] that cater to individuals and households, small-holder farming [@bib0073] that can cater to the community level, and commercial farming [@bib0074] that caters to regional and national populations. Among the operations elements, these levels enabled the framing of food value chains to include different segments based on the scale of demand and type of food (crops-based, animal-based, aquatic or marine-based). It also highlighted the important interconnections between levels of the system that link to labor, economics, and policy decisions.

### 4.1.3. Contextualizing the ontology {#sec0011}

While framing the complex challenge of food security at a country level, the process began by using academic databases to curate a list of 'related' words to the 16 elements of the grand challenge knowledge representation framework. Table S2 presents the obtained curated list of keywords.

Next, simple searches relevant to this topic such as "food security", "food delivery", "food ecosystem", "food process" and [about 100 more]{.ul} were performed. As expected, each of these led to numerous results. We then scanned the results and added linked keywords from both academic databases as well as popular trends, thereby beginning to populate the ontological structure leading to a first draft of the multilevel success factors that relate to the food security grand challenge. This was done recursively and each time, the reordering of terms led to one of three states: 1). Information that fit well into a node of the ontology, 2). Validation or contradiction of previously discovered and arranged information, which led to rearrangement if necessary, or 3). Information that did not fit well in any node and prompted us to create a 'new home' for the information in the ontology. Multiple iterations were carried out to develop a strong ontological structure contextualized to food security in a developing nation context.

### 4.1.4. Achieving scope {#sec0012}

A description of variables that were encountered and classified among individual factor categories of the CSFA knowledge representation framework is provided below to highlight the scope of the analysis:

Security and Safety: This section covers aspects of risk management in the food system, such as risks associated with climate variability, economic variability, perishable food items [@bib0075]; Standard Operating Procedures related to hygienic handling of consumable products to maintain quality [@bib0076]; corruption and conflict mitigation mechanisms where necessary to overcome negative societal influences on the functioning of food system \[[@bib0077],[@bib0078]\]; and safety of workforce through provision of benefits such as health coverage.

Policy: The policy section of the success factor tree frames the need to understand food security in the developing nation context in terms of pre-defined goals and outcomes [@bib0079]; guidelines specific to food value chain entities [@bib0076] guidelines on import, export and trade to meet food demands within the nation [@bib0076]; health and nutrition aspects for consumers [@bib0080]; partnerships within the food system [@bib0081]; and general implementation as well as degree of flexibility in updating these existing polices [@bib0080].

Government: In the context of food security, this category frames factors such as the commitment of the leadership in generating equitable access to food; budget allocations towards creating food security; government bodies that need to be in place for management of the food system; and collaborative efforts across different levels of the government structure, both horizontally and vertically, to allow for the unhindered operation of the food system [@bib0082].

Stakeholder interactions: The stakeholder interactions section maps required stakeholders that enable food security such as formal and informal local and national leaders (e.g., government, influencers of change) [@bib0082] [@bib0046]; the workforce which plays critical roles in the food value chain (agriculturists, food processors and distributors) as well as those that support activities that enhance food security (technology providers, healthcare workers, researchers, NGOs and other partners); drivers of food demand (i.e., consumers); stabilizers or stakeholders who are experts at managing variability in the system (climate predictors, economy assessment agents, emergency response personnel) [@bib0083] . Beyond this, interactions between these multi-tiered entities have also been outlined in terms of positive and negative interactions, wherein positive interactions (such as cooperation, partnerships and healthy market competition) are encouraged in the food system and measures to mitigate negative interactions (such as conflicts or disputes) are framed to bring out the best outcome in connection with achieving food security in the nation \[[@bib0084],[@bib0085]\] .

Infrastructure: This category frames the different infrastructure capabilities required along separate value chain segments (food sourcing, food processing, storage, distribution and waste management) to meet the demands of different food types such that their quality and nutrition value may be preserved when delivered to a consumer [@bib0086], [@bib0087], [@bib0088]. Further, it also showcases the dependencies of the food system on supporting infrastructure such as communication, water, electricity, and education infrastructure, that can help strengthen food systems in parallel [@bib0089].

Equipment and Supplies: This section speaks to the technological and raw material requirements to perform different critical operations within the food system for different demand scales and types of food, such as farming equipment for agricultural practices; raw materials (e.g., fertilizer, seeds, water), other similar requirements for pastoral farming or aquaculture practices, as well as equipment and supplies necessary for harvest processing, storage and distribution [@bib0086], [@bib0087], [@bib0088].

Workforce and Talent: The food system workforce may be classified according to skill or based on capacities at which they work \[[@bib0084],[@bib0085]\] . Training or education facilities to impart specific skillsets vital to the food system workforce in addition to availability of employment opportunities and mechanisms to place trained individuals in a contributing position in the food value chain are identified as key factors for workforce development. Further, supporting workforce members such as researchers or private sector and non-profit entities also have a role to play and are included here [@bib0090].

Capital and Finance: With a start-up versus sustaining finances lens, this section has been framed such that there is adequate access to finances and other sources of capital such as land, machinery and labor to smoothly run operations along the food value chain segments so that food demand across the nation is met. In addition to delving into the various types of financial requirements in the food system, this section outlines protection measures that can be taken for different stakeholders in the system to manage financial risks \[[@bib0073],[@bib0079],[@bib0091],[@bib0092]\].

Practices: This section of the success factor tree frames ideal practices in the food system that can help achieve progress towards the desired outcome of food security and adequate nutrition in the country. For example, ideal agricultural practices involving climate adaptation techniques \[[@bib0073],[@bib0093]\] (when performed in combination with other ideal external factors like high quality seeds, fertile land, skilled labor) can yield a good crop. Similarly, ideal practices exist for processing, storage and distribution of different food types such as drying practices for grains [@bib0094] or cold storage practices for meat, fish and dairy [@bib0095]. These factors are captured in detail in this section.

Awareness: To bring about food security with adequate nutrition, the population needs to be made aware of different factors related to food. Downstream, beneficiary populations or consumers, in general, need to be aware of safe consumption practices (e.g., the best techniques to cook certain foods to preserve their nutrients or how to check for adulteration or food that may have perished before purchase) along with nutritional benefits of different foods (e.g., avoid foods with excess salt or sugar content) and the importance of a balanced diet in order to make informed decisions about the types of food they consume \[[@bib0096],[@bib0097]\]. Leadership needs to be aware of the functioning of the food system to drive policy development or implementation, and quality assessments as necessary [@bib0098]. The workforce needs to be aware of best practices, guidelines for food quality standards, and requirements charted for the regions and scales at which they operate \[[@bib0081],[@bib0099]\]. These elements have been described in this section along with those factors, such as appropriate communication channels and content for specific audiences, that can enable generation of awareness among them \[[@bib0083],[@bib0100],[@bib0101]\].

Motivation: To achieve food security and nutrition in the country, the population needs to be motivated to make the right choices that ultimately enable adoption of desired practices and achievement of food security \[[@bib0096],[@bib0102]\] \[[@bib0065], [@bib0066]\]. Once they are informed about their choices, a study of their prevailing internal attitudes and beliefs towards desired food-related practices and habits [@bib0103] can provide insight into the need for and type of interventions to extrinsically motivate the population to adopt healthy habits and practices [@bib0101]. This section frames assessment mechanisms and strategies to facilitate the adoption process.

Enabling resources: Barriers to adoption of practices that can facilitate food security when encountered are placed in this category. Several barriers such as those faced in farming practices [@bib0104], or the economics of the food system \[[@bib0105],[@bib0106]\], cultural ideals [@bib0107] or social inequalities [@bib0108] that prevent access to adequate food for all are framed in this section. These often are the underlying bottleneck to adoption and impact development in food security contexts.

Adoption and Habit conversion: Successful adoption of desired habits and practices in the food system generates measurable impact in the form of a healthy, well-fed population with lower mortality rates caused by malnutrition or hunger apart from other dimensions. The adoption/habit conversion section of the tree has been framed to depict this positive shift in the functioning of the food system that drives the system to continue to improve and maintain food security across the country through technology adoptions and improvement in agriculture practices [@bib0109], evidence-based government decisions [@bib0110], access to and consumption of adequate nutritious food by beneficiary populations [@bib0111] and upholding of quality and hygiene standards by food system workforce [@bib0112]

Measurement and Evaluation: Monitoring of the food system has been structured based on sets of indicators that measure different aspects of the system outputs as well as outcomes in terms of health and mortality rates among children and adults. The major branches of this section describe indicators to measure improvements in nutritional consumption, food accessibility, stability in food security, uptake of nutritious food, indicators of the existence of double burden, and indicators of impact. \[[@bib0110],[@bib0113],[@bib0114]\].

Sustainability: Sustainability in the food system has been framed such that all processes beginning at sourcing food, through processing, storage, distribution of food, and waste management are sustainable so that they target and achieve food security across the country by planning for long term demand. This further includes that organizations and institutions that play crucial roles in the food system are sustainable \[[@bib0084],[@bib0087],[@bib0115],[@bib0116]\].

Resilience: This section indicates the need for safety nets and emergency personnel who would play an important role on the occasion of occurrence of a shock or stressor that impacts the food system \[[@bib0073],[@bib0115]\].

4.2. Resulting Success Factor Tree {#sec0013}
----------------------------------

The result of applying the above described method is a success factor tree constructed to frame the challenge of food security in the context of a developing nation is provided in Table S3. The tree encompasses 1000+ success factors that detail various features of the challenge under scrutiny in the form of branches and leaves rooted in the 16 elements depicted in [Figure 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}. To enable ease of navigation for readers, each section of the success factor tree is accompanied by a dendrogram that provides a brief overview of its contents. The individual dendrograms highlight branches within each section (text provided in color) followed by a list of keywords found within each branch (text provided within parentheses). [Figure 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} consolidates all of the dendrograms in the supplemented tree to provide readers with an overview of the substantial array of factors and perspectives generated through this method.Fig. 3Navigation Diagram. This figure illustrates the application of the grand challenge knowledge representation framework and is an overview of the major success factor categories captured in the tree on food security illustrated in Table S3 below. This diagram is to be used to navigate the success factor tree.Fig 3

The resulting success factor tree is framed such that when oriented bottom-up, all factors listed within a branch typically need to be true for the main branch to hold true. Further, the success factors have been framed in a positive light so as to depict an ideal system state where the challenge of food insecurity has been overcome, i.e., food security exists across the nation. Therefore, when viewed top-down, the tree is structured such that for the condition of food security in the nation to be true, a list of factors that contribute to its success are featured in detail.

5. Discussion {#sec0014}
=============

We broadly searched the literature on the topic of 'national food security' and discovered studies that covered a single or a few parts of the CSFA ontology. For instance, the bulk of the focus in the literature was laid on system level elements -- Policy \[[@bib0083],[@bib0115],[@bib0117],[@bib0118]\], Security \[[@bib0072],[@bib0119]\], Sustainability \[[@bib0119],[@bib0120]\], Resilience \[[@bib0073],[@bib0115],[@bib0118],[@bib0120]\], and Leadership \[[@bib0118],[@bib0119],[@bib0121],[@bib0122]\]. Furthermore, another strong focus was on operational elements - Resources \[[@bib0093],[@bib0098],[@bib0118]\], Economics \[[@bib0072],[@bib0119]\], and Supply-chain and distribution \[[@bib0093],[@bib0115],[@bib0122],[@bib0123]\]. Lastly, only a limited number of studies focused on the social side of the socio-technical challenge \[[@bib0085],[@bib0102],[@bib0124],[@bib0125]\]. All studies investigated covered individual elements or small groups of connected elements, one or two levels of abstraction at the most, whereas no study connected all these critical elements [@bib0126], [@bib0127], [@bib0128], [@bib0129]. This also highlights the disparate manner in which grand challenges are addressed in scholarly conversations. CSFA in contrast, is constructionist by property and in approach, and thus logically links all elements into one broad and encompassing framework. As demonstrated by the success factor tree, grand challenge elements cannot be addressed in isolation. The CSFA framework intentionally aggregates these disparate elements into one holistic lens.

The process of using a pattern initiated ontological structure, relevant information retrieval from databases, and manual synthesis helped us generate a 'rich*er* picture' and be more holistic than typically possible in framing a complex challenge*.* This is because rich picture development in workshop-based methods leads to identification of interrelated issues that are in the double-digits, whereas CSFA applied to the national food security challenge leads to a success factor tree with 1000+ interrelated and critical factors. Therefore, CSFA is necessary to develop a more comprehensively framed and less biased framing of a grand challenge.

We wish to emphasize that the CSFA technique is not a fully automated method that yields a perfectly framed grand challenge, nor can it substitute the thought process necessary to formulate the critical parts of an acceptably functioning system. However, it aids systems designers and experts in being considerably more comprehensive while muddling through [@bib0037] the process of building a holistic success factor tree. It does so by firstly filling data holes in the framed challenge; secondly, by giving the system designer starting points (a branch) that may be used to begin the search for (leaves) via an iterative organizing process; or thirdly (and often), by providing leaves (success factors) themselves. In addition, it enables the unearthing of potential interconnections between seemingly disjointed system pieces, and the process highlights potential gaps where either missing information or insights can initiate a direction to call for research. Clearly, there are overlaps while organizing information into the ontological structure, but the objective here is to ensure information capture and not perfect organization - i.e., if unavoidable, we trade-off mutual exclusivity for collective exhaustivity.

5.1. Limitations {#sec0015}
----------------

The limitations of utilizing the CSFA method for problem framing are quite apparent: a). the approach does not eliminate the need for manual observation and thought processes, rather it simply helps organize it, b). adding objects to an ontology may lead to an exponential increase in interconnections, and c). bounding an ontology necessitates trade-offs that might make it less than perfect. However, beyond these limitations, this approach still yields improvements over an unstructured pursuit of information that would require later coordination. Arguing specifically, a). the latest of machine general intelligence has not evolved enough to capture contextual nuances in an unsupervised manner. Hence, a manual process is unavoidable, but an aided manual process is better than an unaided one, b). interconnections grow rapidly as objects increase and hence, in our method, we rely on patterns observed in the mentioned exercises that form a limited set of core ontological components as are described above, and c). a perfect and/or complete ontology does not exist, but an ontology that satisfices its purpose may be created such that it captures adequate breadth of information given a maintained level of organizational clarity, capturing obvious interconnections while leaving room to build non-obvious ones, thereby providing a structure to which information can be added easily.

5.2. Applications {#sec0016}
-----------------

This method has been applied in problem framing processes to analyze the multi-tiered and interconnected scope of issues related to region-specific development challenges. Challenges explored to date encompass a. working with small volunteer efforts with non-profits in well-defined settings, b. experiential learning work at the community scale in developing contexts, and c. rigorous examination of issues of national and/or multi-national importance for numerous countries around the globe [@bib0130]. In all of these activities, the framework has broadened analysis perspectives, helped identify critical research questions, and facilitated decision-making and resource allocation.

In addition to those listed above, the method has found value in educational contexts to teach complex problem analysis to more than one hundred graduate students across multiple colleges through course work at a university level, and for capacity-building workshops to impart training to approximately three hundred development actors working in international development to facilitate the use of systems thinking approaches and identification of potential collaborators to address challenges in their specific fields of work.

The true value of the method is in its scalability across levels of abstraction, in contextualization to specific in-field situations, and in elevating the viewpoint of development actors to realize their interdependencies, which are natural to grand challenges.

6. Conclusion {#sec0017}
=============

This paper highlights gaps in the traditional methods to address complex socio technical challenges which often fall short of completeness. Specifically, current methods lack comprehensiveness in framing the challenges. This is because they are inherently complex to manage with their numerous stakeholders and interconnections. In this paper, we explain the need for a more comprehensive framing of such problems so as to accurately understand the breadth of stakeholders and the diversity of interconnectedness of the complex system being addressed. CSFA achieves this by comprehensively capturing factors along the dimensions of scope, levels of abstraction, plurality, and context detail. In addition, we offer a method, based in a broad framework supported by data mining and knowledge structuring that leads to a more comprehensive framing exercise. The CSFA method involves application of a broad 16 element framework that is generalized and applicable to frame any socio-technical grand challenge. When used in conjunction with data and information, the CSFA method results in success factor trees for workshop-based teams of experts addressing grand challenges. We show that success factor trees are extensive in their framing of the breadth of interdependent stakeholder issues and their potential interactions offering the potential for a more robust effort to address them.

We demonstrate the application of CSFA to the challenge of achieving a system for food security in a nation. Traditional problem structuring techniques similar to the Soft Systems Methodology are likely to depend heavily on workshop-type interactions and discussions among a group of experts who will develop a 'rich picture' of the challenge. This traditional method will inevitably suffer from expert bias. While expertise is necessary, effort must be dedicated to reduce the expert bias as much as possible. Utilizing the CSFA method, which is an augment to the framing exercise, is likely to reduce expert bias by offering inputs from a broader set of factors that will enrich the workshop interaction and thereby lead to a 'rich*er* picture'. In addition, we believe the method provides researchers with a greater sense of their role and contribution in the space of a challenge, helps expose the full expanse of activities required to address grand challenges, and serves as a starting point for dialogue on means to address grand challenges holistically. At the same time, we hope that this comprehensive view reinforces the call for convergent efforts expounded by many agencies that foster research, and encourages deep collaboration among all too often siloed disciplines, as the CSFA readily highlights the merit and necessity for multiple perspectives to address complex socio-technical problems.

In conclusion, we reiterate that there is limited value in efforts that hope to solve grand challenges without first holistically framing them. The CSFA method is a new approach to aid the research and practitioner communities in comprehensively framing a grand challenge. We describe the class of problems for which CSFA is suited as a framing technique. By using CSFA, researchers can develop a more complete understanding of the parts of a complex socio technical system that need to be considered while addressing it.
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